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LEATHER

• COL is not offered on Kravet Edge.
• LB Value Leathers include a limited selection of aniline leathers available on Chairs, Barstools and Counter stools.  

They are aniline dyed corrected and protected natural leathers. Good hand.  Most natural markings hidden, more uniform color. 
Cleaning: Code P.  Resistance to fading is high. Average Hide Size: 48 sq. ft. • $30 per sq. ft. retail. “LB” Value Leathers are applied 
with as few seams as possible, however depending on the applications  and/or the size of the area to be upholstered, seams will be 
included and unavoidable.

• “LB” Value Leather available:

KRAVET EDGE FINISHES

WOOD STAINS
Walnut
Pure Light Walnut
Pure Gray

PAINTS
Ash
Black
Cream

P/Black
P/Brandy
P/Brownstone
P/Chocolate
P/Cognac
P/Desert
P/Kelp

P/Navy
P/Sable
P/Sage
P/Scarlet
P/Seabreeze
P/Tan
P/Vintage

P/White Sands
S/Moonbeam
S/Oyster
S/Porcelain
S/Slate
S/Whisper Grey

NAILHEADS

#9 Brushed 
Brass

1009_19

#9 Natural 
Brass

1009_01

#9 French
Natural

1009_02

#9 Zinc
1009_06

#9 Platinum
1009_10

#9 Nickel
1009_13

#9 Pewter
1009_41

#9 Hammered 
Brass

1507M_08

#9 Black
Nickel

1009_5844
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UPGRADE CUSHION

STANDARD CUSHIONS

High resilience foam core 1.5” soft cell 
foam wrapped in non-woven ticking.

EDGE HIGH RESLIENCY FOAM SEAT 

Blend of 75% fiber and 25% down  
(95% - feather, 5% down) in a 
non-woven casing.

EDGE BLEND DOWN BACK

Core of spring coils encased in foam and 
surrounded with a mixture of recycled 
fiber, duck down and duck feathers in a 
cotton casing.

SPRING BLEND DOWN SEAT

1.  Frames are 7/8” kiln dried laminated hardwood.

2.  Standard seat cushion is high resiliency foam core wrapped in 1.5” thick soft cell foam wrap in a non-woven ticking.

3.  Standard back pillow is blend down featuring a blend of 75% fiber and 25% feather mixture of 95% duck feather goose  
 & 25% down in a non-woven casing.

4.  Kravet Edge features sinous steel springs or webbing.

5.  Fabrics are applied up the bolt in a flow match method for the most pleasing match.

6.  Welt is applied straight except when fabric types dictate bias. Contrast welt is always bias.

7.  Seat decks are denim covered.

8.  TB117-2013 is the standard fire code.

KRAVET EDGE STANDARD QUALITY FEATURES: 


